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Abstract. The resuhs presented in this paper are concerned with a canonical process./;,,, between 
the domains of an input E,, and an output E,. We say an ordering (E, s ) obe_rs Scott’s thesis, if 
this process is contiruous for all E,,, E, c E. Next we introduce the set E* comprising a!! finite 
sequences of elements of E. There are different orderings that can be regarded on E*’ and we will 
give a sufficient condition for the order d so that ( El’, 5 1 obeys Scott’s thesis. 
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1. 
Scott and Strachey [ 101 developed the connection between partial orderings and 
sequential programming languages. Hence crder theory has gained great importance 
in the whole field ,>f denotational semantics of programming languages. Continuous 
functions on cpos are of particular interest [2,7,8-J. A survey of these topics is given 
in [ll]. 
Let us consider an ordered set (E, s ) of events, s :epresenting the causal 
dependencies. So we have to look at [elE = {e’E E 1s’~ e}, which comprises the 
necessary conditions for e. (Note that the given notation is sometimes used dually, 
e.g. [9].) To obtain domains of information we have to turn to Y( E ), the set of all 
left-closed subsets of E. For this relation between event structures and domains of 
information we refer to [4,12,13]. 
Now assume we have subsets &, El of E, E. being the input and El the output 
of a computation. The causal dependencies are given by E and again the underlying 
domains of information ase 3?( E,,) and Z( E,). There are ca onical functions ..I&:, 
and j&, that are induced by this transition. Define j&* and j’&, : y( EJ + T( El) 
bY 
f~,+,W) = -k E 6 (ME n 4~ I=(eEGiM~,n 
ote that both functio s are distinct.) 
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For a given input X, these functions give those results as output which can be 
generated from X. For e in El, we regard [ elE, as the necessary conditions for e 
to hold, so [e],, n E. represents the necessary input for e. Since [ elE possibly 
contains additional conditions for e, it is more informative to consider [ elF n Eo, 
although it could be simpler tc check the first intersection. n any case, it is obvious 
that if the necessary input for e is not contcined in X, then e cannot be the result 
of a computation which starts with X. 
We want to know under which conditions computable processes are possible. 
According to Scott’s thesis al\ computable functions should at least be continuous, 
see for example his approach in [7]. We say a partial ordering (E, S) obeys Scott’s 
thesis, iff &,+, is continuous for all EO, E, c E together with the induced orderings. 
The aim is to derive a characterization of such orderings. Surprisingly they turn out 
to be directly related to well-quasi-orderings, which have been thoroughly examined 
in the mathematical literature [ 1,3,5,6]. 
heorem. Let ( E, S) be a partial order. 7’7ze following are equivalent: 
(i) ( E, 6) obeys Scott’s thesis. 
(ii) f& is cotltinuous for all EO, E, c E. 
(iii) For all e E E, [elE does not contain an infinite antichain or an infinite increasing 
chain. 
(iv) For all e f E, ([e] E, c *) is a well-quasi-ordering. 
( Here s* denotes the inzlerse order.) 
Basically this concept is due to Winskel [l3], but in his approach he admits 
suborderings of (E, s)), which means that the causal dependencies in input and 
output set may differ from those in the basic set E of events. He demands that fE,+-, , 
defined the same way as above, should be continuous for any (EC,, cn), (El, d ,) c 
(E, 5 ). This leads to a different class of orderings. 
In denotational semantics of programming languages, the elements of a partial 
order ( E, S) correspond to amounts of information obtainable by a computation; 
for a, b E E, a s 6 means that b contains more information than G Now we wish to 
introduce a mathematical model for the following situation. Suppose we perform 
finitely many, say m, different computations. The information obtained could be 
represented by an m-tuple a = (a,,, . . . , a,,, _, ), where LI; reflects the amount of 
informaiion obtained through the ith computation. Now suppose a second set of 
computations yields a tuple of information b = ( !I~), . . . , b,,_J where possibly m Z n. 
How should we try to model that the second row of computations yielded more 
information than the first one? In other terms, let E* r>e the set comprising all finite 
sequences of elements of E; if a, b E E*, when should we put a s b? There are 
erent possible solutions. If the order in which the computations were performed 
is relevant, we could put ~a s, b if there exists an injective, order-preserving mapping 
h : m + n such that ai d b,,( ;, for all i E m. (For abbreviation we put m = (0, . . . 9 m - 1) 
for every M E IV.) 
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If the order in which the single pieces of information are obtained is not relevant, 
we could put a s z b if there is an injective mapping h : m + n such that ai SY b,,,i, 
for all i E m. Note that i.r &is case we leave the rield of partial orderings and turn 
to quasi-orderings. 
We will show that if (E, “-) is any partial order obeying Scott’s thesis, then so do 
also (E” , s,) and (E*, 6). 
In fact we will prove a more general result, for which we need the following 
defini;ion. Any function h : m + n (m, n E IV) is also called a partial function OIZ IV. 
For each n E f+.J, let id,, denote the identity mapping on n. 
1.2. nition. Let C be a class of partial functions on l% 
(a) C is called a morroid, if the following conditions are sdtisfied: 
(i) id, E C for every n E IV; 
(ii) If g&C with g:l+m and h:m+n, then hogEC. 
(b) Let C be a monoid. Then the binary relation s (. on E* is defined as follows: 
For an; a =(aO,. . . , a,,,_,), b= (b,, . . . , ~I,~_,)E E, let a +.!I, iff there is an he C 
such that ai s b,,, ;, in E for every i E m. 
(c) C is called bounded. if for every n E kJ there is an N(n), such that for every 
h E C with h : III + n we have that m E N(n). 
Obviously, for any monoid C of partial functions on fV, s (+ is a quasi-ordering 
on E *. The following result gives a sufficient condition for ( E *, s (-) to obey Scott’s 
thesis. 
1.3. Theorem. Let ( E, s) be a partial order obeying Scott’s thesis and let C be a 
bourrded monoid of partial functions on k4. Then ( E”, s (. ) obeys Scott’s thesis. 
Clearly, by this result, if (E, c) satisfies Scott’s thesis, so also do (E”, s ,) and 
(E” 5 5). 
2. The main resuEr 
In this section we wish to prove Theorem 1.1. For the convenience of the reader 
let us first introduce some basic notation. Let (E, <) be a quasi-ordering, i.e. < is 
a reflexive and transitive binary relation on E. For any e E E let [e], [:,- , = 
{e’e EIe’ce }. If the order we are concerned with is obvious, we shortly write [elf:. 
A subset X c E is called lqft-closed or a lower set, if [e],: c X for every e E 
comprises all left-closed subsets of E and is partially ordered by inclusion. 
A c E has a supremum s, if a - < s for all a E A and whenever there is a t E E with 
a s t for all a E and t # s then s G t and t g s. A system S c E is directed, if S f B 
and for every finite subset (s,, . . . , s,,} c S there is an s E S such that Si s s for e rY 
i. Subsets of E will always be endowed with the natural in et ( s_) 
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be another quasi-ordering. A map f: D + E is monotonic, if a G b impliesf( a) ~f( b) 
for a, b E D. f is continuous, if f (v , t g) = V ,cI J(s) for every directed system S c E, 
provided that the indicated suprema exist. 
In order to formulate ‘3cott’s thesis” we need special ma pings. Let E,,, E, be 
subsets of E. efine fr,,~! and f&,, : z( &d + W El J by 
emma. Let (E, s ) be a quasi-ordering. Then Jr&,k, and .f &t:, are monotonic for 
every E05 E, c E. 
Obvious. Cl 
Note that _/“,,til and f&c, need not be continuous for all Eo, E, c E. We say a 
quasi-ordering (E, _ Q obels Scott’s thesis, if.t;i,,E, is continuous for every Eo, E, c E. 
The following example shows the difference to Winskel’s approach in [ 131, because 
it does not fuhil Scott’s thesis in his sense. 
xample. Let (E, “-) be the set of all negative integers with the natural ordering. 
Then [ e]E is infinite for every e E E and (E, 6) obeys Scott’s thesis. 
roof. Let EO, E, c E and f = ff_-,+, . We may write E,, = {a; 1 i E y), such that y = n or 
y = IV and ~a;+1 G ai, ai+, $ ai. In this case Z( Eo) = {[ai]&, i E y}. Suppose 9~ Y( Eo) 
is a directed nonempty set. Clearly Us< :, f (S) c f (USc.r S), because f is mono- 
tonic. For the reverse inclusion, choose a minimal m E y such that So = [a,,&,, E 9 
Then SC S, for every SEY. Consequently, f(lJs,:,S)=f(S,)cU,,:,f(S). CI 
Let (E, s) be a quasi-ordering. A subset { ei 1 i E N} c E is a decreasing chain, if 
ci rl c ej and ei % ei+l for every i E N. Increasing chains are defined dually. A subset 
A c E is an antichain, if a % b and b g a for all a, b E A with a Z 6. Recall that 
( E s ) is called a well-quasi-ordering (wqo), if it contains no infinite antichalns and 
no infinite decreasing chains. An element e E E is maximal, if any x E E with es x 
satisfies x s e. 
Now we give our main result, which characterizes quasi-orderings obeying Scott’s 
thesis. This immediately implies Theorem 1.1. 
Let (E, s) be a quasi-ordering. The f Ilowing are equivale;Jt: 
obeys Scott’s thesis. 
(ii) f &, is continuous 
(iii) For every e E Ej [e] es not contain an infinite antichain or an infimte strictly 
increasing chain. 
(iv) r every e E L, ( %:s .C *) is a wqo. 
roof. (i)+( iii). First suppose there are A c E and e E E such that A is an 
infinite antichain and a c e for every a E A. Let E,, = A and E, = A u {e}. Then 
Y( E,,) = P( E,,), the power set of E,,. Take 9 to be the set consisting of all finite sub- 
sets of E,,. Obviously Y is directed. Let ./‘=.j;.,,l.,  Clearly .f(U 4’. , S) =.f‘( E,,) = E! . 
On the other hand, we show that ea.f‘(S) for every SE 9. 
We have [ e][: n E,, = E,,. As E. is infinite, we conclude [ e]l. n E,, $ S for every 
SE 9’. This means e af( S), hence e 5f Us, ,,f( S) and .f is not continuous. 
Secondly, suppose there is an infinite increasing chain AC E and an element 
eE E such that a s e for every al E A. In this case we may enumerate A = {e, 1 i E N) 
such that ei 5 e, + , and e, + I Se; foreach i~N.Asabovelet E,,=Aand E,=Au{e). 
Then 9 = {[e,lr_,,I i E N} is a directed system in Y( E,,), and for every i E N we have 
[eilr.,,s E,,.Agains~eFave.f(U.~~.,S)=.f(E,,)=E,.Since[e]~ nE,,=E&[e,],,,for 
every i E N, we conclude that e a-f‘(S) for every SE Y. Hence e & Us* ,.f‘( S), so .I’ is 
not continuous. 
(iiiH( i). Let E,,, E, c E, f =.f;. [., , 9 c .Y( E,,) directed. Again we have 
U f‘(S) c jNJ5, ., S) and we will brave the reverse inclusion for the continuity 
of>! Let e be’an element off(U .s, ,, S), i.e. M = [e][. n E,,c Us, .,S. To exclude the 
trivial case we may suppose that M # 0. Note that x 5 e for each s E M, but possibly 
eg A4 By assumption, M does not contain an infinite increasing chain. Hence, for 
each x E M there exists an element m E M which is maximal in ( M’, s ) such that 
?c G m. Let max R/I = (m E M 1 if2 is maximal in ( M, a)}. By assumption, there exists 
a finite maximal imtichain A in maxM. Clearly for every .Y E M there is an a E A 
such that x s a. Zince M c Us+ ,,S, for each a E A there is an S,, E Y with a E S,,. 
Since S,, is left-closed in E,,, we conclude that M c U‘,, ,,S,,. Since .‘f is directed, 
?ve obtain an S,, G 9 such that h/l c S,,. Therefore e E./‘( S,,) = Us. ,.f’( S), which 
completes our proof. 
(ilG(ii). AK;;w as in (i)G(iii) replacing./; ,,,., by .r‘,*,,,  .
(iii)G(iv). Ob\ ious. Cl 
3. Consequences 
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.3. Throughout (E, S) will denote a 
quasi-ordering. Then E” is the set of all n-tuples with elements in E and we say 
b-h ,..., a,, ,j %(h ,,..., h,, A if’ a, s h, holds for every i E n. On E ‘, the set of 
all finite sequences in E, we denote the product-quasi-ordering with c I ,, that is we 
put (a,,, . . . , a,,, ,) + (ho, . . . , h,, ,) if m = H and a, s h, for every i E m. 
to remark that a monotonic mapping between two quasi-ordering./‘: ( E, s ) + ( F, 5 ) 
is monotonic between the reverse orders, i.e. j’: ( E, &’ j + ( F, <*I). 
e following result will be useful. 
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(ii) (E”, sn ) obeys Scott’s thesis for every n E N. 
(iii) (E”, 6 N) obeys &Ott’s thesis. 
(iv) Let (F, <) be another quasi-ordering and-f: (E, s) + (F, s) be monotonic. 4f 
has a greatest element, J~en f (E) obeys .§cott’s thesis. 
Now let ( F, s) and (. G, s ) be quasi-orderings, A, B c F with greatest elements. Let 
and B obey7 Scott’s thesis. Then: 
(v) A u B obeys Scott’s thesis. 
(vi) Let f: (Au B, 6) + (G, s) be monotonic. ‘Then . f(A u B) obeys Scott’s 
thesis also. 
roof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) Let a=(a,,,..., a,,_& E”. By Theorem 2.3 we must prove that ([a]) 11, sz) 
is a wqo. Clearly 
and consequently 
As E obeys Scott’s thesis, we know that ([a,],=, s*) is a wqo for each i err n md 
from [6, Lemma IO.201 we conclude that the product is a wqo. 
(iii) Let a = (a,,, . . . , a,,_,) E E*. It is easy to see that ([alEe, +$) = ([a-& af). 
We know already that the right side is a wqo and hence this is true for the left side. 
(iv) If e is the greatest element in E, we may write E = [elE. Since ([elE, s”) is 
a wqo, we know by [6, Exercise 10X3] that (.f( E), s*) is a wqcr. Hence (.f( E ), s_) 
obeys Scott’s thesis. 
(v) Suppose there is an a E Au B such that [alAUR contains for example an 
infinite antichain. Then, by a pigeonhole argument, eirh ,,.,eh P, or Iy contains an infinite 
antichain. Since A and B have greatest elements and obey Scott’s thesis, we obtain 
a contradiction. 
(vi) Note that f(Au B) =f(A) uj( B) and apply (iv) and (v). 0 
We remark that we cannot omit the existence of greatest elements in Lemma 
S.I(iv)-(vi). 
Next recall from the introduction, the definition of a bounded monoid of partial 
functions oil f+4. The smallest admitted monoid is C = {id,, / n E IV}. It is bounded 
and obviously (E*, +J = (E*,, +, ). Our next example will show that Theorem 1.3 
is not true for any monoid of partial function,, on !U Let E = {xj anii takt 
Co = {id,, 1 n E N} u {h : m + 11 m E IV}. Then Co is a monoid of partial functions on N 
but it is not bounded, because for any n E N there is an h E CO with h : n + I. Then 
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is an infinite antichain in (I?, -s <-,,) and for every (x, . . . , x) E A we have 
(X,. . . ,x) +,, (x). Hence (E*, +,,) d oes not obey Scott’s thesis although (E, s) 
does. 
Now we show the following. 
Let ( E, G) be a quasi-ordering that obeys Scott’s thesis and let C be 
a bounded monoid of partial functions on N. Then ( E *, 6 c. ) obey,s Scott’s thesis. 
. Let a-(a ,,,. . .,a,,-,)~ E*. It suffices to show that ([c&.*, ( ,_ + 
Scott’s thesis. Let 
Consider the following map. 
(4 5%) . 
4 
-+m4.*.--<.b 5*), 
. l b O,***!, bk- ,)+b,, . . . , h -A. 
First we verify that f is indeed well defined. Let b = ( bO, . . . , bk _, ) E A. There exists 
a function h : k + n, h E C such that bj 6 o/l(i) for i E k. But this implies b E [a], Es._ (. , . 
In the same wzy we see that f is onto. Next we derive that .f is monotonic. Let 
b = (b,, . . . , bk_,), c = (c,, . . . , c,_,) be from A with b sN c. From the definition of 
+ we conclude that I = k and bi G ci for every i E k. Since idk E C’, we obtain b s <. c 
in E*. 
Since C is a bounded monoid, A is the finite union of sets with greatest elements. 
Applying Lemms 3.1 yields that [a],EzF,, (.) obeys Scott’s thesis. El 
The following corollary is concerned with E”, the set of all n-tuples in E. 
A mapping bt : n - l n is called a .function on n. A set C of functions on n is called a 
monoid offunctions on n, if id,, E C and whenever g, h E C then gob E C. In this case 
we define (a,, . . . , a,& +- (b,, . . . , b,_,), if there is an h E C such that ais b/a(i) 
for every i E n. Obviously this gives a quasi-ordering on En. 
3.3. Corollary. Let (E, <) be a quasi-ordering that obeys Scott’s thesis, n E N and C 
a moncid of functions on n. Then ( E “, +) also obeys Scott’s thesis. 
C v (idl, ) k E N}. Then C’ is a bounded monoid o partial functions 
on W Hence (E*,+ ) obeys Scott’s thesis by Theorem 3.2. ut En= E* and 
(E”, SC.) = (E”, ( s & p). Hence by Lemma 3.1, (E”, s (.) obeys Scott’s thesis. Cl 
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